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Executive Summary
As the CIVIS project is nearing the conclusion of its second year, we have been fortunate
enough to learn to know the intricacies of running an energy or housing association to a much
a much higher degree. Understanding the way these organisations are governed is only
possible by actually spending time with their leadership – an opportunity given by our
testsites for which we are immensely grateful.
Witnessing the cooperation between people from a variety of backgrounds, talents and
interest is a joy to behold. It takes a lot of time, effort and personal investment to pursue goals
with only a limited amount of resources. The motivation and enthusiasm that we’ve come
across have strengthened us in the belief that society as a whole can benefit from these types
of initiatives and that our efforts to empower them are more than welcome.
When we started writing our proposal more than two-and-a-half years ago, we anticipated
(and saw evidence of) the emergence of what we named a ‘social energy system’. If there’s one
thing we learned the past year it’s the enormous interest on all levels of society regarding
energy; not only its usage but also the way it's generated. The interest households show (and
in our case the associated members of the testsites) in their local energy initiatives has at
times been overwhelming and drives the testsites to the limits of their resources and
capabilities.
In order to approach the ‘new style’ business models we want to address, we’ve actively
involved the leadership of our testsites, the board members that develop the strategy and
vision for their respective organisation. Their response was instrumental in developing our
approach that we used in this task to provide them with an insight in their current situation
and how new ‘business’ could be applied to and by their organisation.
The most important (and much discussed) concept in our analysis is that of ‘value’. From the
outset of this project we have sought to find a way to describe the value of a social initiative in
both economic and non-GDP terms that is meaningful and provides the stepping stones for
our testsites to improve the way they go about their business.
We’ve found this approach in a combination of the Value Case Methodology (VCM), as
developed by TNO and the well-known Business Model Canvas (BMC) by Osterwalder et. al..
The VCM provided us with a structured approach of establishing value, being able to qualify
value in terms of ‘people’, ‘planet’ and ‘profit’. Thereby fulfilling our aim to describe value in
more than just economic terms. It also enabled us to discuss the interaction between our
testsites and their environment in terms of stakeholders and how their actions and activities
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influence each other and what results are generated.
Ideally one would like to quantify these results, as this would be valuable input for calculating
a business case, but for now we are actually quite satisfied to be able to seriously qualify the
activities and their impact by the testsites – in conjunction with their leadership. Leading up
to such a level of detailed case study and number crunching (in order to come to a decision on
how to go forward) we introduced the business model canvas.
The BMC can be used as an exercise and discussion tool, in addition to that we have used it as
a means to converge the input from the value cases into a distilled overview of the way a
particular organisation operates and in particular show the key resources they have to work
with – helping the leadership with realising their strong and weak points, but also showing
the differences and similarities between individual cooperations and associations. An insight
very much appreciated!
Strong is a word that comes to mind quite quickly when we have to sum up the testsites that
we come to know better. Strong in terms of longevity and maturity (with an existence
spanning over decades). Strong in terms of foothold within their geographical region and
member base. Strong in terms of vitality and vibrancy, displaying an eagerness to explore new
avenues in energy generation and being efficient. Particularly the latter strength is something
we have started to build upon, proposing different way of operating in the search for creating
new value – complementing the more ICT driven and technical solutions developed in work
package 3 and 4 respectively.
There is one paramount lesson that we learn from the analysis and discussions performed in
this task: social energy systems (by local energy initiatives) have one distinct advantage when
it comes to fulfilling the promises of the energy transition. Indeed, they have the ability and
willingness to cope with an extended return on investment, compared to commercial
companies, because it better suits the needs of the associated members and the associated
social fabric.
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1 - Introduction
This document is Deliverable 6.2 of the FP7 project CIVIS and bears the title: Analysis of new
style Business models for an emerging social energy system. It is the output of task 6.2: Values
and Business Models. The task aim is: to develop and assess viable business models that unlock
the values of emerging social energy systems, by harnessing the social innovation potential of
social communities and aggregations, enhance the possibilities to set up a smart environment
where a market for renewable energy can exist and be sustained.
The goals of this deliverable are:




To derive a generic approach for social (community) energy initiatives to identify, qualify and
possibly adapt their business model, based on an analysis of four currently running local
energy initiatives: two in Trentino Region (Storo and San Lorenzo) and two in the Stockholm
area (Fårdala and Hammarby).
To empower these currently running initiatives in their ambition to sustain and potentially
expand their activities by providing insight into their business environment. For that we have
to establish the values that play a role for various stakeholders and the business model that
describes these running initiatives.

An important goal of CIVIS is to assess the value and mechanisms of the social energy system.
Again to stress, this task is not ‘all about the money’. We are also interested in (nonmonetary/beyond-GDP) arguments, because these are ultimately what starts a Local Energy
Initiative (LEI), and by charting them we will be able to find out what an LEI adds to a
business ecosystem or value network.

1.1 - Involving the LEI leadership
If we want to understand the business models, let alone improve them, we have to find ways
to engage the leaderships of the testsites. For the purpose of this task, we define leadership as
the leaders of an organisation, in our case the leaders of local energy cooperations or housing
associations that provide energy services to their members. The specific people approached
are board members (the equivalent of C-level management in a commercial company)
because of their responsibilities and decision-making role on energy within their respective
organisation.
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1.2 - Approach
The aim of this activity is to establish a baseline by which the impact of interventions can be
measured. We therefore begin our analysis by describing the current maturity of the LEIs. By
doing this, we continue our work that was started in T6.1 (see Deliverable 6.1, table 5).
For this, a Multi-stakeholder Business Analysis is a good starting point. A multi-stakeholder
network is comprised of the various stakeholders involved in the realization of a particular
good or service (Roloff 20083 ), these stakeholders may be energy suppliers, grid owners,
government bodies, energy consumers4 . The idea is that cooperation throughout a network
increases understanding, communication, and looks for ways to derive value across the
stakeholders.
Multi-stakeholder business analysis aims firstly to define and describe the functions and roles
performed by the various parties in the social energy system. Secondly, it highlights strengths
and weaknesses of the system. Understanding the roles and functions of stakeholders
provides insight into the relationships linking each actor in the network. These linkages are
critical in analysing how to incorporate changes within the network. Knowing what each actor
provides for the network and what they need from the network is critical so as not to disturb
the dynamics of the social energy system and to successfully introduce new methods or
innovations. Further, through these connections the strengths and weaknesses within the
network can be identified. This brings us to another crucial element: multi-stakeholder
analysis analyses the influence of measures and/or interventions – such as the arrival of a
new stakeholder or leveraging taxes - in the value network. Based on the results of the multistakeholder business analysis, possible policy and business interventions can be defined and
analysed in the next phase of the project (6.3) in order to realize CIVIS’s main goal (see Figure
1).
Both WP5 and WP6 are developing solutions in cooperation with the testsites to improve the
(way they create) value for their associate members. The main difference, however, is that
while WP5 focusses on the end-user, WP6 specifically addresses the needs of the community
leadership as here the decisions on the (strategic) approach towards which business model
applies is made.

3

4

Roloff, Julia. "Learning from multi-stakeholder networks: Issue-focussed stakeholder management." Journal of
business ethics 82.1 (2008): 233-250.
For further reading on multi-stakeholder analysis look to: Kaplinsky, R. and M. Morris (2002): Handbook for value
chain research, IDRC.
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Figure 1 Relationship between Task 6.2 and Task 6.3
Next, to gain insight into the financial and non-financial value in the CIVIS test site’s multistakeholders setting, we will use the Value Case Methodology (VCM). Continuing the work in
the first task (T6.1) we will research in more detail the mechanisms that make for a socioeconomic value system. In the context of CIVIS, we focus on the first step of the Value Case
Methodology: value identification and qualification. In this step we will create value webs and
so called Value Case Cubes (VCC). The value webs are a graphical representation of value
networks. The value case cubes serve as a visual tool to identify value alignments and
misalignments in a multi-stakeholder network. VCM takes the entire ecosystem of LEI
stakeholders into account. The Value Case Methodology will be discussed in detail later in this
section.
A business model describes the rationale of how an organisation creates value, delivers value
and captures value. So, moving from a multi-stakeholder environment and leaving the VCM,
we now focus on the LEIs and more specifically its leadership. We do this by creating Business
Model Canvasses (BMCs) for each test site. The business model canvas is a method to extend
the necessary elements supporting a value proposition of (in our case) the LEIs, thereby
complimenting the Value Case Cube which focusses strongly on their environment. The
various elements of the BMC offer us a structured approach to think about questions like: who
are the customers of the LEIs? What is it that the LEIs want to or should deliver? And how?
What is needed? What are the benefits and what the costs? In order to fill the Business Model
Canvasses, we have conducted interviews with representatives of the testsites. For this we
have designed a questionnaire to conduct structured interviews with the LEI leaderships in
accordance with the dimensions mentioned in Deliverable 6.1, table 5.
With the results we provide the LEI leadership with a starting point from which to change or
improve themselves. By providing insights into their environment we provide LEI leadership
with ideas for change. We have also identified lessons learned from the testsites and other
business model innovations for sustainability that may be of use for improving the LEIs.
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1.2.1 - Introducing the TNO Value Case Methodology
The Value Case Methodology 5 – developed by TNO – is a methodology that is unique in the
sense that it looks beyond financial value, making non-financial as well as financial value
explicit in a multi-stakeholder setting.
The goal of the Value Case Methodology (VCM) is to create a form of mutual understanding
between the stakeholders so that they are aware of the value generated by other stakeholders
and of the extent to which each particular value should be addressed according to each
stakeholder. In short, capturing the motivation and wishes of the individual stakeholder in a
more common language.
The Value Case Methodology comprises several steps. First, for each stakeholder, the relevant
values are elicited) by creating so called Value Case Cubes6 (step 1), and if necessary
quantified (step 2). The VCM puts the stakeholders’ values in the core of the process. By
testing the stakeholder’s sensitivity towards modest deviations of the effects of the project
definition (step 3) we have a systematic view on the ‘value negotiation space’ of the
stakeholders, which is to be explored in a Value Alignment process (step 4) and ultimately
leads to a refined project definition that addresses the stakeholder’s value. See Figure 2 for an
illustrative depiction of the Value Case Methodology.

Berkers, Frank ; Blankers, Iris ; Dijk, Wolfje van; Dittrich, Koen; Liebregts, Werner; Weelden, CM van. 2013. “The
Value Case Methodology.” TNO Delft. 2013.
6
Value Case Cubes will be explained further in section .1.2.1.a - .
5
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Figure 2 An illustration of the Value Case Methodology
In The Netherlands a case study was performed in the healthcare sector to test how the Value
Case Methodology works on the level of partner interactions and understanding (Scheppingen
et. al 20127 ). During their case study, the participants were able to cooperatively define the
full value associated with generative health management. This created a common
understanding throughout the network, broadened the definition of value, and ultimately
each stakeholder developed a strong, active commitment towards the new system. However,
what happens when a more complex stakeholder network is involved and, despite the
commitment, the transition faces large barriers? What can be done to break through the
complex network and overcome barriers? How can the Value Case Methodology be used to
find alternative solutions, new business models or regulatory interventions? This is what was
investigated through the GreenElec case study 8 . The aim of GreenElec was to find ways to
7

8

Van Scheppingen, Arjella, Niko Baken, Gerard Zwetsloot, Ellen Bos, and Frank Berkers. "A Value Case
Methodology to Enable a Transition towards Generative Health Management: A Case Study from The
Netherlands." Journal of Human Resource Costing & Accounting 16.4 (2012): 302-19. Emeralds. Web. July 2013.
<www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?articleid=17085224http://>.
ENIAC-2011-1; GreenElec Sustainable Product Manufacturing, Deliverable: D5.4 Multi-stakeholder business
analysis for sustainable product manufacturing.
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realize new innovations (efficient and sustainable use of electronic materials) in the market
by going beyond the purely financial business case and taking an alternative look at value
exchanges between stakeholders. To provide a proper business and policy analysis, the whole
electronic product value network of Europe had to be considered as well as all of the various
stakeholders involved. GreenElec proved that the Value Case Methodology was suitable to do
just that.

1.2.1.a - Utilising the Value Case Methodology within CIVIS
In the context of this deliverable of CIVIS, we focus on the first steps of the Value Case
Methodology: value identification and qualification. Steps 3 and 4 of the VCM (value
sensitivity and alignment) will be the subject of Task 6.3. Being part of the VCM methodology,
the result of the first steps of the VCM is summarised in so called Value Case Cubes (VCC).
These cubes serve as a visual aid to identify value alignments and misalignments in a multistakeholder network as well as identifying potential value exchanges to create a more even
value alignment in the network. The cubes identify advantages and disadvantages on three
levels (people, planet, and profit) for each stakeholder in the network. Multi-stakeholder
analysis has to be conducted as the background foundation of this analysis. Figure 3 shows an
example of a value case cube from the GreenElec study. In this cube, a colour has been
assigned per actor and for each dimension based on the aggregated value. The colours range
from dark green, very positive effects for an actor on a particular dimension, to dark red, very
negative overall effect for an actor on a particular dimension. The example shows that both
secondary manufacturers and producers are faced with strong, negative profit cases (red
colour). While on the other side of the network both sorters and recyclers have a strong
positive profit case (dark green colour). This provides an opportunity for bi-lateral
cooperation on both sides of the network.
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Figure 3 Example of a value case cube

The generic process and steps of creating these cubes are as follows:




The first step is to identify relevant or key actors. These actors are needed for the
innovation to be successfully implemented. Additionally, less relevant or non-crucial,
actors can be added at a later stage to increase the chance of successful
implementation of an innovation.
The next step is to find additional value; costs and benefits, both quantitative and
qualitative, on people, planet and profit dimensions (Hoorik & Bomhof 2010). The
profit level looks at the investment costs, design costs, operating and maintenance,
efficiency, lower errors, etc. The people level refers to human performance, welfare,
social inclusion, work quality, and societal changes. Lastly, the planet level focuses on
energy use, material recovery rates, regulatory compliance, and other environmentally
related effects. These values include the financial value of the original business case.
The additional values can be gathered either by asking actors involved through
workshops, interviews and/or questionnaires or by deducing effects from changed
activities for stakeholders. These values will be presented to the actors, firstly to verify
them once more and to give them inspiration on which additional value they could
collect with new or future business models. This can influence the original business
case and possibly align the actors in their decisions to implement the innovation.
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These values are then aggregated per actor across the dimensions to gain first insights
into distribution of the value and identify the alignment problems. Also the effects are
aggregated to the level of the dimension; overall positive or negative on people, planet
and profit for all actors combined. Lastly the effects are aggregated on the actor level;
the overall people, planet and profit effects combined for one positive, negative or
neutral outcome for an actor. This results of this step are reflected in the
aforementioned Value Case Cubes, using colour coding (yellow, green and red).

With these insights, the actors can find ways to align themselves by exchanging value in
bilateral or multi actor agreements in order to engage in collective action to implement the
innovation.

1.2.2 - The Business Model Canvas
A business model articulates the transformation of internal value to external value (economic
value) by logic business processes and supports the strategy. In other words: a business
model describes the rationale of how an organisation creates value, delivers value and
captures value. The business model canvas (BMC) [Osterwalder et.al] is a method to clarify
the necessary elements supporting a value proposition of a stakeholder; in our case the LEIs,
thereby complementing the Value Case Cube which focusses strongly on multiple
stakeholders. It presents a graphic framework in which all relevant elements of a business
case are visible in one view. This not only inspires but also steers the discussion in order to
clearly define and make decisions on what is and what is not relevant to support a business
model.
The BMC template contains various elements of that offer us a structured approach to think
about questions like: who are the customers of the LEIs? What is it that the LEIs want to or
should deliver? And how? What is needed? What are the benefits and what the costs? More
on how we have used the BMC in the testsites, is described in paragraph 3.1.4 - (Stockholm)
and paragraph 3.2.4 - (Trentino).
A BMC is composed of several elements. These elements are represented as a template in
Figure 4. A brief description of each element is given in Appendix I – Business Model Canvas.
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Figure 4 The Business Model Canvas Template
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2 - Current situation regarding Business Models for
Local (Energy) Initiatives
With increased possibilities to generate energy in a decentralized way, new ‘players’ are
entering the market. for the last few years, a clear trend has become visible in which citizens
are playing an active role in the energy market. These decentralized (energy) collectives can
be subdivided into four main categories9 :
A. Wind cooperations;
B. Local sustainable energy cooperations or companies;
C. Cooperative project developers of wind or solar projects with active participation of
citizens;
D. Non-energy cooperations in neighbourhoods or villages with a special interest in
sustainable energy.
In wind- and energy cooperations, citizens are the primary initiators, not commercial entities.
They work closely together with commercial project developers, market entities and (local)
governments. In other cases, a project developer is the primary initiator who tries to interest
citizens in the initiative as co-financer or co-owner. It is important to distinguish initiatives
that have emerged from citizens’ initiative from those ones that have a commercial origin,
because it determines to a large extent the motivation/driving force, knowledge level and
development dynamics of the initiative. In many cases, all parties are working closely together
with a broad network of local stakeholders, municipalities, provinces, local entrepreneurs,
social organisations, building corporations, etc.
Wind cooperations are not new and some of them have in the past decades developed into
professional organisations. Their goal is to increase the share of sustainable wind energy in
the total demand for energy. These cooperations finance and exploit one or more windmills
and energy is being sold to energy traders. Net revenues are being used for new investments
and as a return on investment for cooperation members. Some cooperations
(administratively) deliver wind energy directly to its members, using an energy trading as
intermediary.
Local sustainable energy cooperations or companies are relatively new. These entities focus
9
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on local sustainable production and delivery of energy and services such as insight into
energy usage, advise on how to save energy and collectively buying PV panels. They work
closely together with other stakeholders in local energy: citizens, municipalities, building
corporations, entrepreneur and knowledge organisations. CEIS and CEdiS in the CIVIS
testsites in San Lorenzo and Storo are both examples of such local sustainable energy
cooperations.
Cooperative project developers of wind- or solar projects support citizen collectives with
project development, feasibility studies, business plans, tendering, etc. Sometimes these
projects originate from a successful citizens initiative. Project developers initiate local
sustainable energy projects and try to get the involvement of citizens. Some wind-parks in
The Netherlands are co-financed by citizens, who are sometimes organized as cooperations.
This concept of actively involving citizens in decisions about wind and solar projects is very
successful with market entities, the government and environmental organisations.
Nowadays, there is a myriad of cooperations in neighbourhoods and villages, that are less
formal and sometimes temporary. They, for instance, organize collectively buying solar
panels. The CIVIS testsites Fårdala and Hammarby are examples of such cooperations.
These decentralized energy collectives can be looked upon as social enterprises that give
priority to social goals over commercial goals. Their goals are mainly to:






Speed up the energy transition;
Reduce energy costs;
Strengthen the local economy;
Strengthen the local community (social cohesion);
Have more “saying power” over own energy provision.

The decentralized energy collectives combine several roles in the energy chain:







As clustered end-user: collectively buying and/or financing . The energy collective’s main asset
is the trust of its members. The interests of the end user are the focal point.
As clustered producers: collectively producing solar and wind energy and selling this to grid
operators. The collective can also operate as an intermediary for prosumers.
As grid operator: currently hardly existing, but in the long run collectives may seek a role in
the management and ownership of local private energy grids.
As supplier: energy that is locally produced, is also used locally. Currently not widespread, as
most collectives sell the energy which they produce and buy the energy that is needed
somewhere else.
As information- and service provider.

Decentralized collectives play a new role in the energy chain by combining several roles: they
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are producer, supplier, representatives of a group of customers and they provide services,
such as energy savings and data services. This combination of roles is not a traditional one for
the energy sector. Especially the combination of energy producer and service provider,
without playing a role in supply, is a relatively new combination. These players are well
anchored into their social environment and work closely together with other entities in the
market, municipalities, provinces etc.
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3 - Analysis of Testsite Business Models
In order to be able to guide the LEI Leaderships towards possible improvements, first we
need to describe and analyse the business models that are in use with the testsites. We do this
by describing (and visualising) the specific attributes of each LEI in terms of a value web
(economic, social and environmental) culminating into a Business Model Canvas (concerning
the operation of an LEI) and Value Cube (combining value creation and stakeholders).
The input for this description and analysis is based on multitude of discussions and interview
sessions that have taken place with the individual leaderships of the CIVIS testsites between
April and July of 2015. For instance, specific discussions on leadership where held at the
housing association conference in Stockholm as well as during energy cooperation events in
the Trento area. These discussions where further formalised in four structured interview
sessions, the questionnaire of which is available in Appendix II.
During this analysis we construct several value networks that depict the relationships
between stakeholders within a business network. Each stakeholder has its own role within
the value network. The role of the stakeholder refers to the activities they perform. Depending
on the role performed, each stakeholder has unique interests in the initiative and in the
network. In addition, each role within the network is connected through the value they
provide.
A value can be both tangible, money and goods, or intangible, services and influence. A value
network connects these roles through their value provided and provides a clearer view of the
interests of each stakeholder in the network. The value networks for the Stockholm area
testsites are depicted in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8.
The next step is to find additional value for each stakeholder; i.e. costs and benefits, both
quantitative and qualitative, on people, planet and profit dimension that are associated with
the innovation. Within this deliverable we have adopted the following scope regarding
innovation: to get more involvement with the goals of the housing association (e.g. energy
savings, money savings, or more social interaction among households) through the CIVIS
platform. The CIVIS platform aims at using ICT to bring people together (energy as a mean)
and save energy (energy as a goal).
In the value case cube additional value is identified, i.e. costs and benefits, both quantitative
and qualitative, on people, planet and profit dimensions. These value are aggregated per actor
across the dimensions to gain first insights into distribution of the value and identify the
alignment problems.
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As for structuring this section, the description and analysis is broken down based on the
categorization introduced in Section 2.1.

3.1 - Non-Energy cooperations with special interest in sustainable
energy - Category D
3.1.1 - Overall Stockholm Area testsites Value network
Of the CIVIS testsites, the Stockholm Area testsites (Hammarby and Fårdala) can be
categorized as non-energy cooperations, because their main purpose is to provide housing for
their members. However, the use and availability of energy (especially for heating) is clearly
of special interest to these corporations.
Hammarby Sjöstad is a new area in Stockholm, partly finished, partly under construction. The
city has imposed tough environmental requirements in the area, in an effort to reduce energy
use for heating as well as for transport, to promote and facilitate re-use of resources, e.g.
through waste management and biogas production, and in general to decrease the
environmental impact of the area. The total size of Hammarby Sjöstad is 145 ha, and when
finished there will be 9000 new flats and 200.000 m2 new offices and services.
Fårdala is a residential area located in the Tyresö municipality, which is a part of Stockholm
County. The test site comprises of 177 town houses and semi-detached houses divided into
three areas. A housing association is responsible for provision of heating and hot water and
general up keeping of the common facilities and areas.
In both Stockholm Area testsites sustainable energy is a ‘hot’ topic for several reasons; as a
general trend towards more attention to the environment and a means to reduce energy costs.
While both have made and are making different choices on where they focus their attention
(energy neutral buildings versus optimizing local area heating grid) they are similar enough
to provide an overall business model description.
For the Stockholm Area testsites, the relevant stakeholders are depicted in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Stakeholders overview in The Stockholm Area
See Figure 5 for an overview of the stakeholders in the Stockholm Area testsites that have the
most immediate influence on the day-to-day operations of the housing association. First of all,
these are the households or members that make up the housing association. They are
complemented by the energy retailer(s) that provide(s) warm water and electricity to the
community and the Distribution Service Operator (DSO) that provides the grid and grid
maintenance. The third is the municipality where the housing association resides in, which
has a sparse but potentially far reaching influence on what is going on in specific cases.
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Figure 6 Economic Value Web Stockholm Area testsites
When we take a look at the economic value web, we see the relationships that are specific to
the Stockholm Area testsites. At first glance, the contents of these relationships are relatively
straight forward. Each partner delivers a clearly defined service that results in a functioning
energy system.
This economic value web consists of established contracts. The housing association is
managing the contract for grid use and management with the DSO and for heating with the
energy retailer. The individual households are complementing this with contracts for their
electricity needs with a electricity provider of their choice, managing this relationship
themselves.
From a financial point of view, it is the effectiveness of the housing association board that
negotiates for a ‘good deal’ on grid services that in theory can lead to cost savings (that will
benefit the members) though in practice these rates are pretty much fixed.
It is the usage where some benefits may be realised, mainly from optimizing the use of heating
(particularly with the cold winter time in mind). This is the main drive that we have identified
from an economic point of view in the Stockholm Area.
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Figure 7 Social Value Web of the Stockholm Area testsites
The testsites in the Stockholm area are housing associations, though they differ greatly based
on their geographical location and their composition (large apartment versus a block of
houses in a rural area). A central theme they have in common however is to provide a package
of services that make living in that particular area desirable and enjoyable. Even to the extent
that some associations in Sweden have a section in their charter that explicitly describes their
purpose as ‘to provide housing to- and further the economics of the housing association
members’, the origins of which stem from the socialist movement in the 1920’s. This means
that the associations actively pursue initiatives that go beyond just providing housing. It is
also about making the area the members live in attractive.
At this point it is important to realise that these associations can only function properly
because of the motivation of individuals to become active in these kinds of organisation. It is
the inventiveness of board members and the willingness of the associate members that
enables a system to work in which communal tasks (that in other countries are the sole
responsibility of the government – like street lighting) are being fulfilled. Being perceived to
be and active and fun association is therefore important for these associations to be successful
in the long run.
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Figure 8 Environmental Value Web of the Stockholm Area testsites
Optimizing energy use and being sustainable is one of those aspects that shows an housing
association to be forward thinking. On the one end it is about being conscious of energy use
(and conservation on household level) on the other hand it is about taking bold steps. For
example completely refurbishing a heat exchanger system for energy conservation reasons.
And while there are clearly economic benefits to do this, it is the need to take care of the
environment (and competition with the neighbourhood) that ultimately starts these kinds of
initiatives.

3.1.2 - The Value Case Cube for the Stockholm Area testsites
The next step is to find additional value for each stakeholder; i.e. costs and benefits, both
quantitative and qualitative, on the people, planet and profit dimensions that are associated
with the innovation. So, based on the value web and the CIVIS definition of the innovation, a
value case cube can be constructed for the Stockholm Area testsites, see Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Stockholm Area value case cube
For the Stockholm area housing associations we see positive effects on the people and planet
dimensions: the CIVIS platform is expecting to raise community awareness (People) and
diminish CO2 emission because of energy savings (Planet). The energy bill for the housing
association will be lower, but investments in the CIVIS platform will have to be made, making
a net outcome for the housing association not necessarily positive. Households are likely to
experience more togetherness (People), CO2 reduction because of energy savings (Planet)
and an overall lower energy bill (Profit). (Part of) the investments in the CIVIS platform will
have to be paid for by households. The energy retailer providing electricity will be less
favourable for potential clients (People), CO2 emission will be reduced so trading green
certificates will become an option (Planet), but because of lesser revenues, the impact on the
profit dimension will be less positive. The DSO will be more attractive for potential clients
(People), a CO2 emission reduction has a positive effect on the Planet dimension. And profits
are likely to increase because of optimised network usage (Profit). The image of a green
municipality will be attractive for citizens (People).
Next, the effects are aggregated to the level of all dimensions; overall positive or negative on
the people, planet and profit dimensions, for all actors combined. Conclusion: there will be
positive overall effects on the people and planet dimension, but profits will be reduced.
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Lastly, the effects are aggregated on actor level; the overall people, planet and profit effects
combined for one positive, negative or neutral outcome for an actor. Conclusion: the positive
effects mainly benefit households and DSOs, whereas housing associations and energy
retailers mainly ‘pay’ through the profit dimension and the municipality through the profit
and planet dimension.

3.1.3 - Resulting drivers and barriers for the Stockholm Area testsites
An important driver that became apparent from the discussions with the Stockholm LEI
Leaderships was the individual motivation and enthusiasm to instil an ambition towards
energy efficiency within the member community of the housing association. Therein lies also
the one the great challenges of any community leader; being able to combine actually creating
change with motivating the community members to change along. The impression one could
get after several discussions that being on a board is a somewhat lonely affair. In all cases the
board members responsible for energy had a professional background that enabled them to
actually achieve change, whether it be improvements over energy usage reporting (which
enabled specific actions toward energy efficiency) or creating a new system for heat exchange
(improving comfort and reducing cost).
When we explored the preconditions and constraints in Task 6.1 (resulting in deliverable
D6.1) we envisioned that external factors would be the predominant barriers for these
housing associations. As it turns out, the Stockholm testsites have a lot going for them when it
comes to the potential for change. The limiting factors are the vision and energy individual
members show and the physical restrictions of a building or a geographical area.

3.1.4 - Stockholm Area testsites Business Model Canvas
The housing associations in the Stockholm area quite simply have one task and only one: to
provide housing and/or utilities to make these houses function properly for their tenants.
Everything beyond that is ancillary. That has been their business model since their inception,
and it will stay that way for as long as necessary.
Having said that, it does not imply that there is nothing left to innovate – far from it. But these
changes have to fit within the existing model in such a fashion that these activities are
‘beneficial for its tenants’ (see Figure 10). Bearing this distinction in mind these associations
have a lot of leeway to introduce new technology and services to go with it. Even more so than
in the Trentino region, a housing association has competitors (in the form of other housing
associations in the neighbourhood) to deal with. This means that it pays off to introduce
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additions to the existing services that make the housing association more attractive to
potential tenants and creates added value at the same time.

Figure 10 Business Model Canvas for the Stockholm area testsites
While relatively small size of these organisations makes for informal communication with the
associated members which is positive in terms of creating a feel for what the cooperation
would likely wants or needs, it makes dealing with the outside world demanding. While the
key resources (the physical technical infrastructure) is clearly important, maybe even more
important are the key partnerships with the service providers that keep all that infrastructure
running like clockwork.
It is these relationships that will enable the housing associations to evolve and present their
associate members with improvements. As one member of a board so eloquently put: ‘follow
the money’. Meaning that the most important job for the leadership is to create the best
possible value either with existing solutions or looking for new innovations or improvements.
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3.2 - Local sustainable energy cooperations or -companies Category B
3.2.1 - Overall Trentino Region Value network
Of the CIVIS testsites, the Italian testsites in the Trentino region (CEIS and CEDIS) have to be
categorized as local sustainable energy cooperations – or even companies judging by their
longevity size and technical expertise. Their main purpose is to provide energy to their
members, utilizing the (sustainable) resources that are available in the region.
The CEIS (Conosorzio Elettrico Industriale di Stenico) is an electricity cooperative consortium
founded in 1905 to provide electricity services for the population of the Giudicare valleys
municipalities’. It is an institutional enterprise focused on the mutual cooperation with a
social and economic embedded relationship within the local area. It serves several
municipalities, among which are Stenico and San Lorenzo Dorsino. The consortium serves an
area with 7500 inhabitants of which 3300 are members of the consortium, representing 78%
of the families living in the area. CEIS has 473 members in the municipality of San Lorenzo
Dorsino , more than 40% of the population. The main activities of the consortium are the
production of electric energy through the use of hydroelectric plant and solar implants, the
distribution of the electricity, the realization of distributed solar plants. San Lorenzo in Banale
has 73 PV implants for a total amount of 495 kW. CEIS produces electricity using renewable
sources and ensures reduction in the cost of electricity compared to the national rate. The
business strategy foresees support to energy efficiency and saving and additional production
from renewable sources (mini hydraulic, biogas, centralized PV, widespread PV, biomass,
geothermal).
CEdiS (Consorzio Elettrico di Storo) is a Cooperative with the aim to produce and distribute
electricity in several municipalities, among which is Storo. The consortium serves an area
with 4600 inhabitants (1800 families). Today the company has two main business areas: the
first focused on electricity and the second on telecommunications. CediS produces electricity
using renewable sources (hydropower plant and photovoltaic), which is sold to the local
families (Cooperative members) with a discount of roughly 20% compared to the market
price. CEdiS has over 3200 members and 25 employees. In particular, in Storo there are more
than 1300 members. Electric energy production and consumption is 100% from renewable
energy sources! CEdiS control six hydro plants and 330 PV installations. They need to import
approximately 6 GWh (100% renewable energy sources) from the market.
For the Trentino Region the relevant stakeholders are depicted in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 Overview of Stakeholders in the Trentino Region
In comparison to the Stockholm Area testsites the number of stakeholders in the Trentino
region testsites is larger. Both testsites are heavily involved with local (governmental as well
as non-governmental) organisations, which seems a logical result of the more corporation-like
organisation structure that these cooperation show on a day-to-day basis.
But also from an economic point of view the Trentino region testsites have to function within
a much more complex value web (see Figure 12). As the CEDIS and CEIS cooperations
maintain and execute the entire energy chain from generation to distribution they provide
much more than ‘just’ energy to their associate members. In order for their economic model
to make sense as a whole, they also maintain the contracts with the national grid and the
larger players on the energy market to complement electricity needs or to feed surplus energy
into the national grid.
Another element is the heavy involvement with other stakeholders in the region. This
includes forays into the development of internet connections for the associate members, but
also a strong cooperation with other associations, for instance developing solar plants in the
region. Here the strong and essential ties with governmental as well as non-governmental
entities become apparent.
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Figure 12 Economic Value Web of Trentino Region testsites
When we look at the elements that make the social value web in the Trentino region one it is
good to re-emphasise the longevity of the cooperations (more than a century) and the support
that these cooperations have had throughout the years by the people in the region. As a result
the cooperations have the opportunity to provide support for their associate members not
only for financial reasons (having the social benefits of discounted energy prices because of
the historical status) but also of non-functional benefits. A great example for this is the
inspired choice to have most of the distribution network underground (which is quite unusual
in Italy). This results in a more robust network that clearly aids the associate members with a
more reliable energy provisioning. It comes at a cost though, a decision that would have
undoubtedly been made differently by a non-cooperative grid operator.
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Figure 13 Social Value Web of the Trentino Region testsites
Singularly the greatest environmental impact by the Trentino cooperations is the continuing
drive and ambition to generate sustainable energy. Be it the hydro power installations (that,
granted fit to the geographical area) or the solar installations that are currently installed or
under development. Augmented by initiatives around demand response (electricity time
shift) makes for a compelling mix when it comes to creating environmental value.
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Figure 14 Environmental Value Web of the Trentino Region testsites

3.2.2 - The Trentino Region Value Case Cube
The next step is to find additional value for each stakeholder; i.e. costs and benefits, both
quantitative and qualitative, on the people, planet and profit dimensions that are associated
with the innovation. Based on the value web and the CIVIS definition of the innovation, a value
case cube can be constructed for the Trentino Region testsites, see Figure 15.
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Figure 15 Trentino Region Cat. B value case cube
In summary CEIS and CEdiS both have a strong historical base in the Trentino region (People).
Their purpose is to support people in the region, but it is a non-profit organisation. They
provide energy from sustainable resources (Planet). They also provide energy at a
substantially lower rate than other energy providers in the region (Profit). Households
produce less emissions (Planet), it is attractive for people to live in the area because of lower
energy costs (Profit), employability and feeling of common purpose (People). The energy
service provider in this case is a necessity, because it provides backup in case of insufficient
energy generation from own resources and it provides a service to sell surplus energy
(Profit). This way the members are provided the electricity they require (People). The
network service provider makes sure that energy gets to where it is needed. They are paid for
providing a network to distribute energy as evenly as possible (Profit). This distribution
capability has a positive influence on the environment (Planet) because they are distributing
sustainably generated energy. A link with the external network makes sure that surplus
energy that has been generated or that is needed can be transported which provides optimal
balancing of network utilisation. Because of their historical cooperative status, CEIS and CEdiS
are still able to provide discounts on the energy costs for their members, but maintaining this
status needs constant attention because of potential Italian and EU regulatory aspects
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(Governmental Organisation; abbreviated to GO’s). Regulations are drafted with larger energy
cooperations in mind, not local cooperatives that have social or sustainable goals. Local
governments and NGOs: from a planet and people point of view there is active collaboration
between local associations and municipalities in the Trentino province in the co-creation of
sustainability projects. However, financial support is generously provided by these entities to
support LEIs like CEIS/CEdiS.

3.2.3 - Resulting drivers and barriers for the Trentino testsites
The leadership of the testsites in the Trentino region show no lack of enthusiasm and
ambition compared to their counterparts from Stockholm, however they have to cope with a
lot of external interaction that influence their day-to-day activities. This becomes clear when
realising that the province of Trentino and municipalities are associates within the
cooperation. In other words the political side of things is extremely important to manage as
this can have potential serious repercussions when it comes to regulations, permits and
concessions or maintaining the historical status as a cooperation.
The Trentino testsite’s consortia do have the organisation to cope with the aforementioned
aspects – and by doing so, manage, maintain and develop their sustainable resources for
energy generation. They foster the existing positive image they have with their associate
members by staying close to their hearts and by providing a trustworthy energy service and
new, exciting developments, like better internet connectivity and new solar plants.

3.2.4 - Trentino Region testsites Business Model Canvas
The key energy resources that are available to the Trentino Region testsites are crucial when
it comes to creating value. While companies or enterprises in other business areas may have
the option of replacing key resources over time, for the Trentino testsites these are
irreplaceable. Without them the core value ceases to exist.
The development and introduction of a communication network provides an additional value
that has been welcomed in the region, but makes only for a small part of the overall value
created. It is however, again an example of how this cooperation is able to provide an extra
service to the associate members (and making the region as a whole more attractive) that
might otherwise only be available at a much higher price.
As a result of all this, the key value proposition has been pretty consistent over the years.
While there have been some forays to create additional value creation (as the
communications case shows), this has not impacted the core of the business model
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significantly (see Figure 16).
When we analyse the business model canvas, there are two areas where innovation makes the
most sense. One of them is adding new ‘products’ (e.g. electric mobility) to the core resources.
The other one would be more service oriented, for instance support and advice around energy
consumption or generation at individual household level.
The significance of these combined innovations is that they have the potential to alter the core
proposition considerably. Changing from an energy cooperation to a service cooperation,
owned by and supporting a specific group of households may look like a nuance in wording,
but the consequences are far reaching. A cooperation whose goal is to provide multiple
services (of which generating and distributing energy is just one) can balance its revenue on
multiple pillars as it were. This way the financial effect of an eventual loss of the historic
status as an energy cooperation can be overcome by the value generated by other products
and services provided. This is however, a completely different strategy. One that is only
possible because of the level of professionalism the cooperation organisations have achieved.

Figure 16 Business Model Canvas for the Trentino region testsites
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4 - Potential Business Model Improvements
Attention to environmental sustainability (like CO2 reduction) is all about optimizing energy
use, achieving a balance between energy need and environmental impact. In simple terms this
means that any company striving towards ever increasing profits that happens to operate in
the energy domain has a challenge; how to earn more by selling less. For large enterprises this
presents large problems, take the huge losses that German nuclear power plant operators
currently have to overcome as an example10 .

Figure 17 Areas for business model improvement
The energy transition is clearly in need of new business models and new cooperative
initiatives. For that creating value other than purely an economic one (internal focus in
Figure 17) is becoming important. The trend towards leading an environmentally responsible
good life is becoming more and more obvious. In an article titled Human Nature and
Environmentally Responsible Behavior11 one of the suggestions to change behaviour was to
‘Engage the powerful motivations for competence, being needed, making a difference, and
forging a better life’. Precisely this is one of the empowering elements the energy transition is
providing to society: the consumer is not only a consumer but is also starting to be a
producer of energy.
In order to be sustainable in the long run, we have to think about ways to provide added value
10

11

E.ON Faces Massive Loss After Scrapping German Nuclear Spinoff, Wall Street Journal,
http://www.wsj.com/articles/e-on-drops-plan-to-spin-off-german-nuclear-plants-1441865094
Kaplan, S. (2000). Human Nature and Environmentally Responsible Behavior. Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 56,
No. 3, 2000, pp. 491–508
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for and with these prosumers. Creating a situation where sustainable energy is not only a
matter of morality, but also a good idea from an economic viewpoint is paramount. Once
prices of traditional energy carriers like oil and coal start to rise (from the $50 per barrel
crude oil at the time of writing), there will undoubtedly be more resources available for
investing in sustainable energy, but until then the energy transition will be driven by non-GDP
factors.
An example of such a business model is to reward members for undertaking energy efficiency
activities with discounts (as the Trentino testsites are currently preparing) and attractive
deals with local businesses (e.g. creating buying power as a cooperative).
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5 - Conclusions
The aim of this deliverable is to derive a generic approach for local energy initiatives to
identify, qualify and adapt their business model and to empower these currently running
initiatives in their ambition to sustain and potentially expand their activities; these aims are
pursued by providing insight into their business environment, the values that play a role for
various stakeholders and the business model that describes these running initiatives. The
leaderships of these initiatives are our focal point because of their responsibilities and
decision-making role within a social energy initiative. We have analysed four currently
running local energy initiatives: two in the Trentino Region (Storo and San Lorenzo) and two
in the Stockholm area (Fårdala and Hammarby).
First of all, we have found that there are various types of LEIs who differ with respect to their
primary goal, the means that are available and their level of professionalism. For the testsites,
we see two variants. On the one hand there are very structured housing association boards
that are oriented towards providing good housing conditions. For these LEIs, energy is not the
main issue (Stockholm area testsites). On the other hand, there are professionally organized
energy cooperations with relatively fixed strategies (Trentino area testsites). Their main
purpose is to produce energy and provide energy to their members, utilizing the sustainable
resources that are available in the region.
Looking at economic, social and environmental values, we have found that both types of LEIs
pursue certain social goals, but they differ in their possibilities and drives to achieve them.
Both types of LEIs want to make the area in which they operate, an attractive place to live in.
For the Stockholm area, reducing energy consumption is ‘just’ one way to create a sense of
togetherness and striving for a better environment. Their interaction with other stakeholders
in the area is limited and characterized by being dependent on parties like the DSO and
energy retailer. In that sense, their economic power is limited. Economic benefits can be found
by diminishing energy usage. The expertise that is available to the LEI more or less depends
on who is living in the area and is willing to enter the board. In the Trentino area, energy
production and consumption is at the very core of the LEI. These LEIs are much more
involved with other stakeholders, a result of the more corporation-like organisation structure
of these LEIs. They work closely together with other stakeholders in local energy and have
more economical power – not only because of sheer size (members), but also because they
cover a larger part of the energy value chain - and technical expertise than the before
mentioned housing association boards.
The business model of an existing energy cooperation is not easily changed. Innovative
opportunities can be found in organisation behaviour (e.g. becoming more professional),
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strategic choices (e.g. build own wind or solar farm), new participants (addressing new types
of participants) and/or new collaborations (collaborating with new entrants or traditional
roles). However, we are dealing with behavioural patterns and every stakeholder is acting
according to its own known business model. The lack of visionary and energetic leadership that sometimes comes with organisations that are primarily run by (good willing) amateurs may also inhibit the formation of new and innovative business models. However, the
advantage of LEIs in general is that they can be more creative and strive for goals that may at
first not seem economically attractive, but that provide other - not primarily economical advantages. In that sense, these LEIs can really give the energy transition a boost forward. In
that respect it should be noted that larger LEIs – like the ones in the Trentino region – may
have more economical power, but also they must deal with a more political factor which is
extremely important to manage as this can have potential serious repercussions when it
comes to regulations, permits and concessions.
The need for innovation often has a socially or environmentally driven origin, but ultimately
needs to be economically feasible. In order to enhance creativity, it is essential that LEIs are
aware of their surroundings. LEIs should be aware of the stakeholders that make up the value
web that the LEI is part of. It is also important to know what drives these stakeholders. Are
they motivated by economical gains, or are environmental and/or social values also important
driving factors? By creating awareness of their surroundings, it is possible to improve
insights into drivers and barriers that promote or inhibit innovative opportunities for LEIs.
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6 - Appendix I – Business Model Canvas
This appendix succinctly discusses in more detail the various elements of the Business Model
Canvas.

Figure 18 The Business Model Canvas Template
Customer segments
A business model always starts with a definition of the market that will be served. In terms of
the LEIs: what group(s) do we want to reach and serve? Home owners/tenants, the
municipality, energy suppliers?
Value proposition
Once the potential target group is identified, it is time to look into which proposition creates
value for the target group(s). Mostly, value is conceived of as being financial, but it can also be
non-financial.


Examples of financial value: less costs, more revenues, diminished financial risk.



Examples of non-financial value: status, image, better environment, independence, a
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good feeling.
Value can also be plotted along a qualitative and a quantitative axis.


Examples of quantitative value: financial, speed, quality standards, anything that is
measurable and perceived of by the target group as valuable.



Examples of qualitative value: positive emotions, user experience, design, creativity,
convenience.

Distribution
How do we deliver value to the target group(s)? What channels are used? Distribution
channels most be considered for different phases. For instance organizing meetings to create
awareness, making an app for activation, creating a website for support etc.
Customer relations
What kind of relationship do we have with the target group(s) and what kind of relationship
does our target group appreciate? For instance: events, social media or traditional methods of
communication, reactive or proactive, ‘live’ contact or indirect (e-mail, letters, website),
spontaneous or structured, personal or collectively.
Revenue stream
Where can money be made and by whom? What non-financial revenues are wanted? For
instance: home owner/tenant or member satisfaction, image, better environment.
Key resources
What is needed to deliver the value proposition to the target group(s), through the identified
distribution channels and with the desired customer relations against the desired revenues?
Key resources available to the LEIs could be:


Social: atmosphere/culture, cohesion



People: knowledge, skills, competences, experience, character



Operational: equipment, software, meeting rooms



Financial: budget/money.



Sources: own capital, subsidies, loans



Legal: law and regulations, contracts



Strategic: support from government, the EU, access to information.
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Key activities
What key activities are needed to offer our value proposition? Actions have to be identified
and prioritized. What has to be done now, what has to be done later on? For instance: call
people, find out what legislation is applicable, make and maintain a website.
Key partners
Who are our key partners? The more complex a cooperation, the more important
partnerships become. Partnerships can serve several goals:


Economies of scale



Sharing and diminishing risk and uncertainty



Gaining access to specific means.

Several cooperations are imaginable:


Strategic alliances, for instance between housing associations



Public/private partnerships.

Cost structure
What are the costs of offering the value proposition? Costs can be:


Recurring or non-recurring



Fixed or variable

Finally, costs can be subject to economies of scale or economies of scope.
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7 - Appendix II – LEI Leadership Involvement
The interviews with LEI representatives from the Housing Associations in the Stockholm area
(Hamarby and Fardala) and the Cooperations in the Trentino Region (CEIS & CEDIS) were
conducted in the months june and july 2015, by telephone (in the Swedish cases) and face to
face (in the Italian cases). All of them using a structured interview method, taking between
one and two hours and using the following interview template below.
N.B. At the request of several interviewees, the interviews were conducted on the basis of
anonymity. For that reason the interview transcriptions are not included in this (public)
deliverable.

CIVIS WP6: Local Energy Initiative Leadership Interview Sessions
Test site: <location>
Interview: <name>, <interview date>
Part 1: Leadership Execution








What drives you personally?
o Why are YOU in the housing association’s board
o How much effort/time do you invest in the association’s board?
How would you describe the cooperation main purpose in your own words?
What do you feel, drives the cooperation in achieving this ambition?
What reporting tools do you currently use?
If applicable; how to they affect (or help) your decision process?
Is there anything that you would like to see improved or added, that would make your managerial role
easier? If so, what would that be?

Part 2: Organisation Performance






Member relations and ways of communication
What activities does the association perform?
What (social) responsibilities does the housing association have ?
What is essential (for instance assets)?
Describe the Partner/Stakeholder relations?
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Part 3: Further Comments
Room for comments or remarks that do not fit, or go beyond the structured list.
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8 - Appendix III – Validated Pesteli Model on
preconditions and constraints
In order to have a better understanding of the preconditions and constraints or barriers for
the testsites we have used the factors that are commonly used in PESTELI-analysis12 during
task 6.1. In the previous deliverable we used the PESTELI-analysis that assesses the external
environment of an organisation, partnership, community etc. by breaking it down into what is
happening at Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental, Legal and Industry
levels.
Continuing the stakeholder analysis made in D6.1, we have fine-tuned this table in this
deliverable based on the discussions we have had with the testsites leaderships in Task 6.2.
Table 1: Overview of external factors surrounding social energy initiatives
Factors
Political
Liberalization of energy
market is stimulated by
EU
National incentives for
renewable
energy
technologies
EU ambitions to reduce
CO 2 emissions
National/local
governments
reducing
welfare conditions
Lack of support or
dismissive
stance
regarding Local Energy

Implication
Potential impact
(positive/negative/
(high/medium/low)
unknown)

Explanation

high

positive

Room for more players and for local
cooperatives to emerge

high

positive

Can help grow prosumers’ community
initiatives faster

medium

positive

high

unknown

high

negative

Lay the foundations for raising a trend
(and motivating it)
Can provide the space for citizens led
initiatives to emerge and take care of the
missing ‘services’
Governments are (from an historical
perspective understandably) focussed on
the traditional roles in the energy sector.

The term PEST has been used regularly in the last 10 years and its true history is difficult to
establish. The earliest known reference to tools and techniques for scanning the business
environment is by Francis J. Aguilar who discusses ETPS - a mnemonic for the four sectors of
his taxonomy of the environment: Economic, Technical, Political, and Social. Over the years
this has become known as PEST with the additional letters are: Ecological factors, Legislative
requirements, and Industry analysis
12
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Implication
Potential impact
(positive/negative/
(high/medium/low)
unknown)

Factors
Initiatives

Many of which have their origin as a stateowned utility. The concept of Local
Energy Initiatives being able to provide a
constructive impact on achieving energy
goals is not yet fully understood. An
absence of a positive stance will hamper
LEI development.

Economical
Unbundling
sector

of

energy

high

unknown

high

positive

medium

negative

medium

positive

high

negative

Ambition to create energyautonomous area’s / high
regions

positive

Potential for a positive ROI
on a prosumer level
Social
Prosumers are not united
Citizens led initiatives (e.g.
HS2020)
Societal
differences
(economic,
cultural)
among population groups

Technological
Introduction
efficient
technologies

Explanation

of

coststorage High

Online ICT devices for
high
energy management and

positive

positive

Can potentially clear the way for new
initiatives to emerge and pursue
directions that are not profitable for large
companies/corporation
More and more households are already
deciding to invest in decentralised energy
generation, with a return on investment
generally spanning 8-9 years.
No critical mass to negotiate or to trigger
the process
Strengthen sense of cohesion among
individual consumers or prosumers
Can constitute a barrier to participation
and involvement to specific social
initiatives
Several towns and areas are taking
concrete action to achieve an energy
balance (generation=consumption) in the
next 5 years. For instance the Dutch
Island of Ameland13.
Affordable solutions like the Tesla
Powerwall 14 and Panasonic residential
storage solution15 will introduce the
flexibility to optimally capitalize the
generated energy at household level.
Enable easier participation into social
initiatives with energy related ambitions

http://www.ameland.nl/energieloket/ameland-energie-neutraal_41681/
http://www.teslamotors.com/powerwall
15
http://www.panasonic.com/au/business/energy-solutions/residential-storage-battery-system/lj-sk84a.html
13
14
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Factors

Implication
Potential impact
(positive/negative/
(high/medium/low)
unknown)

monitoring
Environmental
Scarcity/expensiveness of
fossil fuel

Explanation
and facilitate fulfilment of objectives.

low

Aim for the reduction of
low
particulate matter
Legislative
Not taking into account
developments
in high
renewable energy
Industry
Core values of many
energy
companies
(sustainability, wellbeing high
of the environment and
the community)

positive
positive

Strengthen the values of people and
motivate them to change their behaviours
and look for alternatives
Strengthen the values of people to change
their behaviours and look for alternatives

negative

Current energy laws are lagging behind
socio-technical
developments
in
distributed and renewable energy

positive

Large/traditional energy companies will
not actively prevent social initiatives to
emerge

The term PEST has been used regularly in the last 10 years and its true history is difficult to
establish. The earliest known reference to tools and techniques for scanning the business
environment is by Francis J. Aguilar who discusses ETPS - a mnemonic for the four sectors of
his taxonomy of the environment: Economic, Technical, Political, and Social. Over the years
this has become known as PEST with the additional letters are: Ecological factors, Legislative
requirements, and Industry analysis.
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